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Population Ecology of Individuals. (MPB-25), Volume
25
2020-03-31

a common tendency in the field of population ecology has been to overlook individual
differences by treating populations as homogeneous units conversely in behavioral ecology
the tendency has been to concentrate on how individual behavior is shaped by evolutionary
forces but not on how this behavior affects population dynamics adam lomnicki and others
aim to remedy this one sidedness by showing that the overall dynamical behavior of
populations must ultimately be understood in terms of the behavior of individuals professor
lomnicki s wide ranging presentation of this approach includes simple mathematical models
aimed at describing both the origin and consequences of individual variation among plants
and animals the author contends that further progress in population ecology will require
taking into account individual differences other than sex age and taxonomic affiliation
unequal access to resources for instance population ecologists who adopt this viewpoint
may discover new answers to classical questions of population ecology partly because it
uses a variety of examples from many taxonomic groups this work will appeal not only to
population ecologists but to ecologists in general
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Population Ecology
19??

introduction to population ecology is an accessible and up to date textbook covering all
aspects of population ecology discusses field and laboratory data to illustrate the
fundamental laws of population ecology provides an overview of how population theory has
developed explores single species population growth and self limitation metapopulations
and a broad range of interspecific interactions including parasite host predator prey and
plant herbivore keeps the mathematics as simple as possible using a careful step by step
approach and including graphs and other visual aids to help understanding artwork from
the book is available to instructors online at blackwellpublishing com rockwood and by
request on cd rom

Introduction to Population Ecology
2009-03-12

introduction to population ecology 2nd edition is a comprehensive textbook covering all
aspects of population ecology it uses a wide variety of field and laboratory examples
botanical to zoological from the tropics to the tundra to illustrate the fundamental laws of
population ecology controversies in population ecology are brought fully up to date in this
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edition with many brand new and revised examples and data each chapter provides an
overview of how population theory has developed followed by descriptions of laboratory
and field studies that have been inspired by the theory topics explored include single
species population growth and self limitation life histories metapopulations and a wide
range of interspecific interactions including competition mutualism parasite host predator
prey and plant herbivore an additional final chapter new for the second edition considers
multi trophic and other complex interactions among species throughout the book the
mathematics involved is explained with a step by step approach and graphs and other
visual aids are used to present a clear illustration of how the models work such features
make this an accessible introduction to population ecology essential reading for
undergraduate and graduate students taking courses in population ecology applied ecology
conservation ecology and conservation biology including those with little mathematical
experience

Introduction to Population Ecology
2015-05-26

this text which has been adopted as an open university course textbook examines the
ecological processes that determine the size and structure of a population and
demonstrates that there are many fundamental principles that apply to populations of both
animals and plants
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Population Ecology
1986

the essential introduction to population ecology now expanded and fully updated ecology is
capturing the popular imagination like never before with issues such as climate change
species extinctions and habitat destruction becoming ever more prominent at the same
time the science of ecology has advanced dramatically growing in mathematical and
theoretical sophistication here two leading experts present the fundamental quantitative
principles of ecology in an accessible yet rigorous way introducing students to the most
basic of all ecological subjects the structure and dynamics of populations john vandermeer
and deborah goldberg show that populations are more than simply collections of individuals
complex variables such as distribution and territory for expanding groups come into play
when mathematical models are applied vandermeer and goldberg build these models from
the ground up from first principles using a broad range of empirical examples from animals
and viruses to plants and humans they address a host of exciting topics along the way
including age structured populations spatially distributed populations and metapopulations
this second edition of population ecology is fully updated and expanded with additional
exercises in virtually every chapter making it the most up to date and comprehensive
textbook of its kind provides an accessible mathematical foundation for the latest advances
in ecology features numerous exercises and examples throughout introduces students to
the key literature in the field the essential textbook for advanced undergraduates and
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graduate students an online illustration package is available to professors

Population Ecology
2013-08-25

understanding wildlife population ecology is vital for all wildlife managers and conservation
biologists leopold draws on 30 years of research and teaching experience to give students
and natural resource professionals the foundation they need to effectively manage wildlife
populations he begins with the key statistical concepts and research approaches necessary
to gain insight into various models of population dynamics the many factors that influence
wildlife populations are thoroughly explored and their consequences are investigated in
addition the author presents techniques for analyzing wildlife harvest data and a lucid
discussion of valuable wildlife census methods frequent examples of foundational literature
supplement each chapter with applications of the theories and provide a concise
compendium of fundamental concepts of population ecology abundant statistical exercises
reinforce students learning throughout the text

Theory of Wildlife Population Ecology
2018-10-25
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a synthesis of contemporary analytical and modeling approaches in population ecology the
book provides an overview of the key analytical approaches that are currently used in
demographic genetic and spatial analyses in population ecology the chapters present
current problems introduce advances in analytical methods and models and demonstrate
the applications of quantitative methods to ecological data the book covers new tools for
designing robust field studies estimation of abundance and demographic rates matrix
population models and analyses of population dynamics and current approaches for genetic
and spatial analysis each chapter is illustrated by empirical examples based on real
datasets with a companion website that offers online exercises and examples of computer
code in the r statistical software platform fills a niche for a book that emphasizes applied
aspects of population analysis covers many of the current methods being used to analyse
population dynamics and structure illustrates the application of specific analytical methods
through worked examples based on real datasets offers readers the opportunity to work
through examples or adapt the routines to their own datasets using computer code in the r
statistical platform population ecology in practice is an excellent book for upper level
undergraduate and graduate students taking courses in population ecology or ecological
statistics as well as established researchers needing a desktop reference for contemporary
methods used to develop robust population assessments
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Population Ecology in Practice
2020-02-10

population biology has been investigated quantitatively for many decades resulting in a rich
body of scientific literature ecologists often avoid this literature put off by its apparently
formidable mathematics this textbook provides an introduction to the biology and ecology
of populations by emphasizing the roles of simple mathematical models in explaining the
growth and behavior of populations the author only assumes acquaintance with elementary
calculus and provides tutorial explanations where needed to develop mathematical
concepts examples problems extensive marginal notes and numerous graphs enhance the
book s value to students in classes ranging from population biology and population ecology
to mathematical biology and mathematical ecology the book will also be useful as a
supplement to introductory courses in ecology

Population Biology
2013-03-14

a brief look at general systems population dynamics and an elementary model population
regulation and a general model interacting population systems interactions between two
species interactions in space ecological communities
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Population Systems
1981

the theme of the book is the distribution and abundance of organisms in space and time the
core of the book lies in how local births and deaths are tied to emigration and immigration
processes and how environmental variability at different scales affects population dynamics
with stochastic processes and spatial structure and shows how elementary analytical tools
can be used to understand population fluctuations synchrony processes underlying range
distributions and community structure and species coexistence the book also shows how
spatial population dynamics models can be used to understand life history evolution and
aspects of evolutionary game theory although primarily based on analytical and numerical
analyses of spatial population processes data from several study systems are also dealt
with

Ecology of Populations
2005-02-06

populationen und ihre dynamik
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An Introduction to Population Ecology
1980

the roosevelt elk populate the parks along california s north coast and comprise the largest
land mammals in the parks some weighing up to 1 200 pounds they are a stable terrestrial
land mammal population a fixture in the parks but still require ongoing stewardship and
management in a study spanning more than twenty years weckerly made key observations
and conducted various investigations under a multitude of ecological conditions few
authors have dedicated this much time and effort into a single research area it is a
testament to perseverance that his groundbreaking study of the roosevelt elk was so
successful he was able to document the independent dynamics of several herds of female
elk experience the extinction of one of their subpopulations and record scientific
conclusions in the context of resiliency and redundancy of the elk population this book will
be of considerable interest to those who investigate the ecology of big game animals
including naturalists hunters and individuals with particular interest in redwood state and
national parks it is an important book that contributes substantially to the persistence and
viability of roosevelt elk in the parks and the surrounding area
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Population Ecology
1973

introduction to population ecology 2ndedition is a comprehensive textbook covering all
aspectsof population ecology it uses a wide variety of field andlaboratory examples
botanical to zoological from the tropics tothe tundra to illustrate the fundamental laws of
populationecology controversies in population ecology are brought fully upto date in this
edition with many brand new and revised examplesand data each chapter provides an
overview of how population theory hasdeveloped followed by descriptions of laboratory and
field studiesthat have been inspired by the theory topics explored includesingle species
population growth and self limitation lifehistories metapopulations and a wide range of
interspecificinteractions including competition mutualism parasite host predator prey and
plant herbivore an additional final chapter newfor the second edition considers multi trophic
and other complexinteractions among species throughout the book the mathematics
involved is explained with astep by step approach and graphs and other visual aids are
used to present a clear illustration of how themodels work such features make this an
accessible introduction topopulation ecology essential reading for undergraduate
andgraduate students taking courses in population ecology appliedecology conservation
ecology and conservation biology includingthose with little mathematical experience
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Perspectives on Plant Population Ecology
1984

worldwide population ecology is the leading textbook on this titled subject written primarily
for students it describes the present state of population ecology in terms that can be
readily understood by undergraduates with little or no background in the subject carefully
chosen experimental examples illustrate each topic and studies of plants and animals are
combined to show how fundamental principles can be derived that apply to both species
use of complex mathematics ia avoided throughout the book and what math is necessary is
dealt with by examination of real experimental data rather than dull theory the latest
edition of this leading textbook adopted as an open university set text

Population Ecology: a Unified Study of Animals and
Plants
1986

dr newton s book is concerned with all aspects of population regulation in diurnal birds of
prey their social behaviour dispersion numbers movements breeding and mortality he has
drawn on his own studies in scotland and on material and investigations worldwide to
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produce an authoritative and stimulating synthesis of current thinking and research on the
ecological problems of the falconiformes he also deals in detail with the effects of pesticides
and other pollutants on these birds and with their scientific management and conservation
the author s lucid style will ensure a wide readership among research workers and the more
general audience with an interest in birds of prey there is a full bibliography and an
extensive appendix of tables

An Introduction to Population Ecology
1987

this handbook brings together essays by leading contributors to development sociology by
addressing intellectual challenges internal and international migration transformation of
political regimes globalization changes in household and family formations gender
dynamics technological change population and economic growth environmental
sustainability peace and war and the production and reproduction of social and economic
inequality the sociology of development handbook includes essays that reflect the range of
debates in development sociology and in the interdisciplinary study and practice of
development provided by publisher
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Animal Population Ecology
1975

over nine successful editions campbell biology has been recognised as the world s leading
introductory biology textbook the australian edition of campbell biology continues to
engage students with its dynamic coverage of the essential elements of this critical
discipline it is the only biology text and media product that helps students to make
connections across different core topics in biology between text and visuals between global
and australian new zealand biology and from scientific study to the real world the tenth
edition of australian campbell biology helps launch students to success in biology through
its clear and engaging narrative superior pedagogy and innovative use of art and photos to
promote student learning it continues to engage students with its dynamic coverage of the
essential elements of this critical discipline this tenth edition with an increased focus on
evolution ensures students receive the most up to date accurate and relevant information

Population Ecology
1981

environmental degradation has been a major concern since past few decades because of
economic growth and development across the world has caused major impacts on the earth
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s ecosystems and natural resources to an extent that can limit the well being of future
generations india has recently started realizing the importance of environment and the
environmental education following the 2001 supreme court directive the environmental
education has been or is being included in the curriculum right from the school stage to the
college university level this book covers the syllabi of all indian technical universities and
other universities for different disciplines may it be in the name of environmental studies
environmental science ecology or natural resource management this book is written to
bring about an awareness of a variety of environmental concerns and deals from concepts
through impacts mitigation auto management

Population, Ecology, and Social Evolution
2011-06-03

adaptive strategies and population ecology of northern grouse was first published in 1988
minnesota archive editions uses digital technology to make long unavailable books once
again accessible and are published unaltered from the original university of minnesota
press editions this book is at once a major reference to the species of grouse that inhabit
north america and the holarctic and a synthesis of all the available data on their ecology
sociobiology population dynamics and management the book undertakes to answer two
long standing questions in population ecology what actually regulates the numbers within a
population and what are the breeding and survival strategies evolved in this northern
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environment for volume i editors arthur t bergerud and michael w gratson have drawn
together their own work and that of colleagues in north america iceland and norway in all
eleven research studies averaging six years duration on eight species of grouse these
studies deal with the blue and ruffed grouse of the forest habitat the sharp tailed grouse
prairie chicken and sage grouse of the prairie or steppe and the white tailed rick and willow
ptarmigan found in alpine and arctic tundras the authors describe the rich repertoire of
behavior patterns developed by the hen and the cock to achieve their two primary
objectives first to stay alive and then to breed volume ii primarily the work of bergerud
synthesizes the evidence in volume i and in the grouse research literature from a
theoretical perspective several potentially controversial sociobiological hypotheses are
advanced to account for flocking behavior migration dispersal roosting and feeding
behavior mate choice and mating systems the demographic analysis provides new insights
into cycles of abundance the limitation of numbers and the demographic factors that
determine densities the contributors besides bergerud and gratson r c davies a gardarson j
e hartzler r a huempfner d a jenni d h mossop s myrberget r e page r k schmidt w d
svedarsky and j r tester

Population Ecology of Roosevelt Elk
2017-09-27

population dynamics and laboratory ecology highlights the contributions laboratory studies
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are making to our understanding of the dynamics of ecological and evolutionary systems
chapters address the scientific rationale for laboratory ecology its historical role within the
broader discipline and recent advances in research the book presents results from a wide
range of laboratory systems including insects mites plankton protists and microbes a
common theme throughout the book is the value of microcosm studies in advancing our
knowledge of ecological and evolutionary principles each chapter is authored by scientists
who are leading experts in their fields the book addresses fundamental questions that are
of interest to biologists whether they work in the laboratory or field or whether they are
primarily empiricists or theorists details a scientific rationale for laboratory systems in
ecological and evolutionary studies offers a view on historical role of laboratory studies
includes examples of recent research advances in ecology and evolution using laboratory
systems ranging from insects to microbes integrates mathematics statistics and
experimental studies

Introduction to Population Ecology
2015-03-23

during the last half century world population has more than doubled climbing from 2 5
billion in 1950 to 5 9 billion in 1998 those of us born before 1950 are members of the first
generation to witness a doubling of world population states otherwise there has been more
growth in population since 1950 than during the 4 million years since our early ancestors
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first stood upright this uprecedented surge in population combined with rising individual
consumption is pushing our claims on the planet beyond its natural limits water tables area
falling on every continent as demand exceeds the sustainable yield of aquifers eventual
aquifer depletion will bring irrigation cutbacks and shrinking harvests our growing appetite
for seafood has pushed ocean is fisheries to their limits and beyond collapsing fisheries tell
us we can go no further the earth s temperature is rising promising changes in climate that
we cannot even anticipate we are triggering the greatest extinction of plant and animal
species since the dinosaurs disappeared as our numbers go up their numbers go down

Population Ecology
2009-07-15

human evolutionary demography is an emerging field blending natural science with social
science this edited volume provides a much needed interdisciplinary introduction to the
field and highlights cutting edge research for interested readers and researchers in
demography the evolutionary behavioural sciences biology and related disciplines by
bridging the boundaries between social and biological sciences the volume stresses the
importance of a unified understanding of both in order to grasp past and current
demographic patterns demographic traits and traits related to demographic outcomes
including fertility and mortality rates marriage parental care menopause and cooperative
behavior are subject to evolutionary processes bringing an understanding of evolution into
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demography therefore incorporates valuable insights into this field just as knowledge of
demography is key to understanding evolutionary processes by asking questions about old
patterns from a new perspective the volume composed of contributions from established
and early career academics demonstrates that a combination of social science research
and evolutionary theory offers holistic understandings and approaches that benefit both
fields human evolutionary demography introduces an emerging field in an accessible style
it is suitable for graduate courses in demography as well as upper level undergraduates its
range of research is sure to be of interest to academics working on demographic topics
anthropologists sociologists demographers natural scientists working on evolutionary
processes and disciplines which cross cut natural and social science such as evolutionary
psychology human behavioral ecology cultural evolution and evolutionary medicine as an
accessible introduction it should interest readers whether or not they are currently familiar
with human evolutionary demography

Population Ecology of Raptors
2010-11-30

the 20th century was the century of explosive population growth resulting in
unprecedented impacts in contrast the 21st century is likely to see the end of world
population growth and become the century of population aging we are currently at the
crossroads of these demographic regimes this book presents fresh evidence about our
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demographic future and provides a new framework for understanding the underlying unity
in this diversity it is an invaluable resource for those concerned with the implications of
population change in the 21st century the end of world population growth in the 21st
century is the first volume in a new series on population and sustainable development the
series provides fresh ways of thinking about population trends and impacts

The Sociology of Development Handbook
2016-09-06

the bestselling environmental health text with all new coverage of key topics environmental
health from global to local is a comprehensive introduction to the subject and a
contemporary authoritative text for students of public health environmental health
preventive medicine community health and environmental studies edited by the former
director of the cdc s national center for environmental health and current dean of the
school of public health at the university of washington this book provides a multi faceted
view of the topic and how it affects different regions populations and professions in addition
to traditional environmental health topics air water chemical toxins radiation pest control it
offers remarkably broad cross cutting coverage including such topics as building design
urban and regional planning energy transportation disaster preparedness and response
climate change and environmental psychology this new third edition maintains its strong
grounding in evidence and has been revised for greater readability with new coverage of
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ecology sustainability and vulnerable populations with integrated coverage of policy issues
and with a more global focus environmental health is a critically important topic and it
reaches into fields as diverse as communications technology regulatory policy medicine
and law this book is a well rounded guide that addresses the field s most pressing concerns
with a practical bent that takes the material beyond theory explore the cross discipline
manifestations of environmental health understand the global ramifications of population
and climate change learn how environmental issues affect health and well being closer to
home discover how different fields incorporate environmental health perspectives the first
law of ecology reminds is that everything is connected to everything else each piece of the
system affects the whole and the whole must sustain us all for the long term environmental
health lays out the facts makes the connections and demonstrates the importance of these
crucial issues to human health and well being both on a global scale and in our homes
workplaces and neighborhoods

Campbell Biology Australian and New Zealand Edition
2015-05-20

advances in ecological research is one of the most successful series in the highly
competitive field of ecology each volume publishes topical and important reviews
interpreting ecology as widely as in the past to include all material that contributes to our
understanding of the field topics in this invaluable series include the physiology populations
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and communities of plants and animals as well as landscape and ecosystem ecology
presents the most updated information on the field of ecology publishing topical and
important reviews provides all information that relates to a thorough understanding of the
field includes data on physiology populations and communities of plants and animals new
ideas on es integrative approach working across a variety of levels of biological
organization and spatial and temporal scales diversity of relevant subjects covered

Environmental Studies
2017-06-01

environmental education key issues of the future contains the proceedings of a conference
held at the college of technology in hampshire england the conference provided a forum for
discussing the role of education in environmental training analyzing the problems of
environmental education and proposing innovations that might well affect the future
comprised of eight chapters this book first looks at the methods for use in the professional
training of teachers with reference to the research and development studies that have been
carried out on these training methods the place of environmental studies in the school and
the factors that have led to an increased interest in these studies are considered the chief
obstacles to the progress of these studies in the secondary schools are outlined the reader
is then introduced to the role of environmental science in the formal education service
problems of subject integration in environmental science and the unesco unep
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environmental program and its implications for environmental education in britain
international cooperation in environmental education is also discussed along with part time
and recurrent education in the environmental field this monograph will be of value to
engineers planners biologists lawyers geologists and others with an active interest in
environmental problems

Adaptive Strategies and Population Ecology of
Northern Grouse
1988

as the global population continues to boom particularly in the developing countries it has
become necessary to find ways to handle this increase through various policy tools that
address population growth and urbanization problems the urbanization process has both
potentials issues as well as opportunities to move societies forward that need to be
exploited population growth and rapid urbanization in the developing world examines
trends challenges issues and strategies adopted by developing countries in the face of
population growth and rapid urbanization and its impact on urban environments the book
explores patterns of population growth and urbanization use of different governance
approaches in addressing challenges as well as different tools and systems of appropriate
allocation to address issues the book is a comprehensive reference for academicians
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students practitioners professionals managers urban planners and government officials

Population Dynamics and Laboratory Ecology
2005-08-04

this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of
california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice
reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality
peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology this
title was originally published in 1954

Population Growth
2001

deftly blending sociological theory of organizations with archival research interviews with
nonprofit leaders and original survey data this book investigates the rise of new workplace
fundraisers alongside the united way identifying why competition has occurred and
delineating its consequences for donors nonprofits and recipients
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Subject and Name Indexes to Publications of the
Commission on Population Growth and the American
Future
1975

this thematic volume represents an important and exciting benchmark in the study of
integrative ecology synthesizing and showcasing current research and highlighting future
directions for the development of the field updates and informs the reader on the latest
research findings written by leading experts in the field highlights areas for future
investigation

Human Evolutionary Demography
2024-06-14

The End of World Population Growth in the 21st
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Century
2013-12-19

Environmental Health
2016-02-29

Ecosystem Services: From Biodiversity to Society
2015-12-01

Environmental Education
2014-05-09
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Population Growth and Rapid Urbanization in the
Developing World
2016-06-07

Population Ecology of Migratory Birds
1972

Employment Expansion and Population Growth
2023-11-10

Contesting Communities
2006
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Integrative Ecology
2010-12-14
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